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“… geography and the character of the ground bear a close 

and ever-present relation to warfare.”  
– Carl von Clausewitz, On War, p. 348  

The Hindu Kush 



An invisible terrain—no less daunting, no less a forbidding 

obstacle than the highest mountain peak. 

The Social Forces 



1. The Kabul Spectacle 

2. Bridges Never Built 

3. Building Better Bridges 



Summer 2013 

This is me. 



Tell me about your boots. 



Navy Individual Augmentee Combat Training 

Fort Jackson, S.C. 



Convoys (a different style of road trip).  



Baggage (smiling only for the photo).  



Baggage (try finding yours).  



Kandahar Airfield—first steps in Afghanistan.  





“Welcome to the shit show 

The Kabul Spectacle  

Camp Eggers,  
professor.”  



From nearly every corner of the world came people to work 

together in the most unusual of circumstances. 

The Colorful Quilt 



“Shoulder to Shoulder” was our motto, our aspiration, what 

we said to each other—but was it reality?  

Shohna ba Shohna 



… sums it up pretty well.  

This billboard in Kabul … 



Cracking down on disorderly conduct: The Army doesn’t 

want you to have more than two cookies.  

The Joint Operation 



NATO—the North Atlantic Treaty Organization—comprises 28 

nations; nearly all had at least some presence in NTM-A. 

The Combined Operation 



The military commanded NTM-A, but its members included 

hundreds of civilians. 

The Civilian Operation 



The groups to which we belong tend to define who we are … 

and how we perceive those around us.  

A City of Walls 



“War is the realm of uncertainty; three quarters of the factors 

on which action in war is based are wrapped in a fog of 

greater or lesser uncertainty.”   – Clausewitz, On War, p. 101 

The Ubiquitous Fog 



NTM-A in 2013 was operating in a volatile, uncertain, complex 

and ambiguous (VUCA) world.   

Our Fog was VUCA 





Bridges Never Built 

The missed opportunities were everywhere. 



The marginalization of human talent—subject-matter 

experts—resulted in wasted effort and slower progress. 

It’s Our Desk Now 



Cross-functional teams happened only by chance or by 

deliberate ad-hoc efforts. 

Business Suits, Combat Boots 



With complex problems nuanced by local challenges, 

decentralization could have increased sustainable change. 

The Knowledge Problem 





Building Better Bridges 

A leadership lesson for a VUCA world. 



Let the experts do their job—if anything, help them do it 

better—while admitting that you don’t know everything. 

Purpose and Humility 



Developing breadth and depth of knowledge and expertise 

allows for better collaboration. 

Developing the “T” 



Sensing and responding to the environment and your 

mission requires unique skills and mindset. 

Agility and Resilience 



Be the change you want to see in your organization.  

It starts with you. 



Thank you. 

ben@benbaran.com  @benbaran 

www.facebook.com/drbenbaran 

Keep in 

touch. 

www.benbaran.com  
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